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Abstract Many important cellular processes are regu-
lated by reaction-diffusion (RD) of molecules that takes
place both in the cytoplasm and on the membrane. To
model and analyze such multicompartmental processes, we
developed a lattice-based Monte Carlo method, Spatiocyte
that supports RD in volume and surface compartments at
single molecule resolution. Stochasticity in RD and the
excluded volume effect brought by intracellular molecular
crowding, both of which can signiﬁcantly affect RD and
thus, cellular processes, are also supported. We veriﬁed the
method by comparing simulation results of diffusion,
irreversible and reversible reactions with the predicted
analytical and best available numerical solutions. More-
over, to directly compare the localization patterns of mol-
ecules in ﬂuorescence microscopy images with simulation,
we devised a visualization method that mimics the
microphotography process by showing the trajectory of
simulated molecules averaged according to the camera
exposure time. In the rod-shaped bacterium Escherichia
coli, the division site is suppressed at the cell poles by
periodic pole-to-pole oscillations of the Min proteins
(MinC, MinD and MinE) arising from carefully orches-
trated RD in both cytoplasm and membrane compartments.
Using Spatiocyte we could model and reproduce the in
vivo MinDE localization dynamics by accounting for the
previously reported properties of MinE. Our results suggest
that the MinE ring, which is essential in preventing polar
septation, is largely composed of MinE that is transiently
attached to the membrane independently after recruited by
MinD. Overall, Spatiocyte allows simulation and visuali-
zation of complex spatial and reaction-diffusion mediated
cellular processes in volumes and surfaces. As we showed,
it can potentially provide mechanistic insights otherwise
difﬁcult to obtain experimentally.
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Introduction
Computational models are valuable to both theoretical and
experimental biologists to rapidly analyze and test their
predictions about qualitative or quantitative behavior of
complex cellular processes (Ideker and Lauffenburger
2003). Moreover, the models can potentially provide
mechanistic insights (Treanor and Batista 2007; Clarke and
Liu 2008; Neves and Iyengar 2009), even in the case of
relatively simple processes (Stefan et al. 2008; van Albada
and ten Wolde 2009).
Processes that are strongly dependent on the cell mor-
phology, multicompartmental interaction and dynamic
localization of molecules such as cell signaling (Rangamani
and Iyengar 2008; Neves et al. 2008), bacterial cell division
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motaxis (Greenﬁeld et al. 2009; Rao and Ordal 2009),
require realistic models with spatial representation
(Takahashi et al. 2005; Ridgway et al. 2006; Morris and
Jensen 2008). The processes rely on intricately controlled
reaction and diffusion of molecules in and between cyto-
plasm (or nucleoplasm) and membrane compartments to
perform their functions. Excluded volume effect brought by
molecular crowding in each compartment can reduce the
macroscopic diffusion coefﬁcient and alter reaction kinetics
(Ellis 2001; Hall and Minton 2003; Dix and Verkman 2008;
Klann et al. 2009). Furthermore, the signiﬁcance of slower
diffusion in such reaction-diffusion (RD) processes is pro-
nounced when the reactions are diffusion-limited. Since
some of the species involved in the processes comprise
small number of molecules, stochasticity in the reactions
can dominate over the law of mass action (Gillespie 1976;
Go ´mez-Uribe and Verghese 2007), and thus affecting the
macroscopic behavior of the processes (Fange and Elf 2006;
Rangamani and Iyengar 2008; Hansen et al. 2008).
The prominent spatial modeling methods are listed in
Table 1 with a summary of their features. The table shows
that although a variety of methods have been developed,
modeling cellular processes at the level where multicom-
partmental RD, molecular crowding and stochasticity all
simultaneously come into play is still not possible with any
single method. To address this issue, we developed a
general-purpose hybrid time- and event-driven, lattice-
based Monte Carlo simulation method, called Spatiocyte,
to model processes that are dependent on multicompart-
mental RD, stochasticity and the implications of molecular
crowding.
In the second part of this study, using Spatiocyte we
modeled the Escherichia coli MinDE division site control
system and investigate the mechanism of MinE ring for-
mation, which remains unclear (Lutkenhaus 2007). The
rod-shaped bacterium begins to divide when the tubulin-
homolog FtsZ polymerizes into a constricting annular
structure (Z-ring) on the inner membrane (Adams and
Errington 2009; Lutkenhaus 2007). To ensure equal dis-
tribution of cell contents to the two progeny cells, the
constriction site is restricted to the middle of the cell long
axis by two mechanisms: (i) nucleoid occlusion, which
allows the Z-ring to assemble only at the midcell and the
cell poles, locations that are devoid of the nucleoid mass
(Woldringh et al. 1990; 1991; Bernhardt and de Boer
2005), and (ii) carefully orchestrated RD of the minB
operon encoded proteins, MinC, MinD, and MinE, in the
cytoplasm and inner membrane, which suppresses polar
Z-rings to avoid the minicelling phenotype (Lutkenhaus
2007; Vats et al. 2009). The phenotype is characterized by
the formation of chromosomeless minicells and elongated
cells with multiple chromosomes via polar septation.
In the absence of MinE, the ATPase MinD in the ATP
form, MinDATP binds peripherally around the entire
membrane (Raskin and de Boer 1999). MinE, however,
induces the MinD ATPase activity on the membrane,
causing hydrolyzed MinDADP to be released into the
cytoplasm and membrane-associated MinDATP to localize
into a polar zone that oscillates between the poles with a
period of approximately 1 min (Hu and Lutkenhaus 2001).
The FtsZ inhibitor, MinC piggybacks on the oscillating
MinDATP (Hu et al. 2003; Zhou and Lutkenhaus 2004),
ensuring that its time-averaged concentration is lowest at
the midcell for the Z-ring assembly while sufﬁciently high
at the poles to abrogate nascent FtsZ polymers (Hu et al.
1999; Hu and Lutkenhaus 1999).
While the exact mechanism is not known, MinE also
localizes annularly to form the E-ring at the medial edge
of the polar zone (Raskin and de Boer 1997). When
the E-ring is disrupted, the polar zone extends over the
midcell and oscillates markedly slower, resulting in the
minicelling phenotype (Raskin and de Boer 1997; Zhang
et al. 1998; Shih et al. 2002). In the absence of MinD,
wild type MinE is always cytosolic. However, based on
the observations from recent studies we predict that the
MinE constituting the E-ring could be transiently attached
to the membrane without being directly tethered to
membrane-bound MinD. Firstly, double-label ﬂuorescence
microscopy experiments by Shih et al. (2002) clearly
indicate that there is a higher density of MinE in the wild
type E-ring than that of MinD at the rim of the polar
zone, ruling out the possibility that all membrane-recrui-
ted MinE subunits are MinD-bound. In addition, the width
of the observed E-ring, which appears to be several times
the length of a MinE dimer, is also unlikely to be the
direct result of MinE dimers binding to MinD subunits at
the rim. Truncated MinE N-terminal domain can auton-
omously bind to the membrane in the absence of MinD,
and in the full length MinE, the binding domain is
thought to be exposed upon membrane recruitment by
MinD (Ma et al. 2003).
Even though many computational models of the MinDE
system have been proposed (Howard et al. 2001; Mein-
hardt and de Boer 2001; Kruse 2002; Howard and Ruten-
berg 2003; Huang et al. 2003; Drew et al. 2005; Kerr et al.
2006; Fange and Elf 2006; Pavin et al. 2006; Tostevin and
Howard 2006; Cytrynbaum and Marshall 2007; Loose
et al. 2008; Derr et al. 2009; Borowski and Cytrynbaum
2009), the possibility that MinE is transiently attached to
the membrane to form the dense E-ring has not been
investigated at single molecule resolution in three-dimen-
sional (3D) space. Here by accounting for the transient
membrane attachment of MinE, we modeled the MinDE
system with Spatiocyte and successfully reproduced the
observed in vivo dynamic localization patterns. Our
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attachment of MinE leads to the formation of E-ring.
Methods
Multicompartmental simulation space
In Spatiocyte, molecules can participate in ﬁrst- or second-
order reactions, each typically giving away one or two
product molecules. In vivo, where the compartments are
crowded (Zimmerman and Trach 1991; Dupuy and Eng-
elman 2008), diffusing molecules collide even at very
small time scales (Ellis 2001). The advantage of com-
pletely event-driven continuum RD methods (see Table 1
and Popov and Agmon 2001) to make large jumps in time
when molecules are far apart is lost in such conditions.
Instead, we use a time-driven, lattice-based method to
skip two costly operations—molecule search and distance
calculation—required by off-lattice methods to resolve
collisions (Ridgway et al. 2006; Takahashi et al. 2005).
Diffusion-independent reactions, however, are event driven
to further reduce the computational cost.
We discretized the space into an hexagonal close-packed
(HCP) lattice because it has the highest density of sphere
voxels (Szpiro 2003). Each voxel has 12 adjoining but non-
overlapping neighbors (Fig. 1a) and is at most occupied by
a single molecule to account for volume exclusion and
molecular crowding. The voxel radius rv is uniform and
set to the radius of individually simulated molecules. To
delineate a surface compartment such as a cell or a nuclear
membrane, we occupy all empty voxels of the compart-
ment with immobile lipid molecules (Fig. 1b). Analogous
to in vivo, these molecules aid lateral diffusion of non-lipid
surface species, while together as an immobile structure,
sequester volume species.
In addition to the diffusing and immobile species that
are treated individually at the molecular scale, there are
also homogeneously distributed (HD) species, such as
ATP, that are simulated at the compartmental scale. We
consider a species HD only if it is mobile and evenly
distributed within the compartment before its reaction
Table 1 Features of spatial modeling methods
Method Spatial
Representation
Spatial
Scale
Temporal
Evolution
Stochasticity Excluded
Volume
Multicompartmental
RD
Virtual cell (Schaff et al. 2001) Gradient Macro DES -- ?
MCell (Stiles and Bartol 2001) Continuum ? Mesh Micro ? Meso DT ?- ?
MesoRD (Elf and Ehrenberg 2004;
Hattne et al. 2005)
Lattice Meso DEV ?- ?
Smoldyn (Andrews and Bray 2004) Continuum Micro DT ?- ?
SmartCell (Ander et al. 2004) Lattice Meso DEV ?- ?
GFRD (van Zon and ten Wolde 2005) Continuum Micro DEV ?? -
GMP (Rodrı ´guez et al. 2006) Lattice Meso DEV ?- ?
Cell?? (Sanford et al. 2006) Continuum ? Gradient Micro ? Macro DT ?- ?
CyberCell (Ridgway et al. 2008) Continuum Micro DT ?? -
GridCell (Boulianne et al. 2008) Lattice Micro DT ?? -
STEPS (Wils and Schutter 2009) Mesh Meso DEV ?- ?
eGFRD (Takahashi et al. 2009) Continuum Micro DEV ?? -
Spatiocyte (this work) Lattice Micro ? Meso DT ? DEV ?? ?
This table, adapted and updated from our review in (Takahashi et al. 2005), summarizes the features of current computational methods
employing spatial representations to model biochemical pathways. Spatial Representation:i ncontinuum space, molecular species are represented
by individually treated discrete molecules that can move freely in a compartment, whereas in lattice space, discrete molecules occupy and move
between regular subvolumes or voxels within a lattice. Mesh space represents discrete molecules in irregular triangulated (MCell) or tetrahedral
(STEPS) surfaces, or tetrahedral volumes (STEPS). Gradient space denotes lattice (Cell??)o rmesh (Virtual Cell) discretization scheme of the
species concentration ﬁeld. MCell uses continuum and mesh spaces for volume and surface molecules respectively, whereas Cell?? employs
continuum and gradient spaces for large and small molecules respectively. Spatial Scale:i nmicroscopic methods, each instance of molecule is
distinguished from others and modeled as an object with a position either in continuum or lattice space. Macroscopic schemes represent the
species state as a concentration gradient. There are many possible mesoscopic schemes between macro and micro realms. Mesoscopic methods in
this table treat molecules discretely, but do not track positions in a compartment or within a subvolume. Temporal Evolution: simulation time-
stepping scheme. DEV, DT, and DES mean event-driven, time-driven, and numeric solution of a continuous differential equation system,
respectively. Stochasticity: if the method is stochastic. Excluded Volume: if the method can reproduce the excluded volume effect brought by
molecules with physical dimensions in a crowded compartment (Zimmerman and Trach 1991; Minton 2001; Hall and Minton 2003). Multi-
compartmental RD: if the method can perform RD in volumes and on surfaces, and between volume and surface compartments
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123events. The species can satisfy these conditions if its
reaction events are not limited by its diffusion rate.
Alternatively, it can have a sufﬁciently high concentration
that, after each reaction event, even if it has a slower dif-
fusion rate it can rapidly attain a homogeneous concen-
tration before the next event. Each molecule of the HD
species is not treated individually since the compartmental
concentration information is sufﬁcient. For a biochemical
species A, we denote A
# as the total molecule number in a
compartment. All random numbers are drawn indepen-
dently from the uniform distribution.
Diffusion
Applying the well-known Einstein-Smoluchowski expres-
sion for diffusion \r2 [ ¼ 2lDisi , with l = 3 for volume
diffusion, a molecule i with diffusion coefﬁcient Di can
walk to a randomly selected neighbor voxel in a time step
si when the mean squared displacement \r2 [ ¼ð 2rvÞ
2
(Rodrı ´guez et al. 2006). For a surface molecule, the
walk is constrained to adjoining surface voxels, l = 2
and the average voxel-to-voxel lateral displacement is
2ð2 ﬃﬃ
2
p
þ4 ﬃﬃ
3
p
þ3 ﬃﬃ
6
p
þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
22
p
Þrv
6 ﬃﬃ
2
p
þ4 ﬃﬃ
3
p
þ3 ﬃﬃ
6
p   1:915rv (see supporting Fig. S1).
Thus, if ts is the current simulation time, the next time a
diffusing molecule walks is given by
ti
d ¼ ts þ
airv
2
Di
; ð1Þ
where ai ¼ 2
3 or ai ¼ 2 ﬃﬃ
2
p
þ4 ﬃﬃ
3
p
þ3 ﬃﬃ
6
p
þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
22
p
6 ﬃﬃ
2
p
þ4 ﬃﬃ
3
p
þ3 ﬃﬃ
6
p
   2
for volume or
surface species, respectively. However, a volume molecule
can only occupy the target voxel if it is vacant, otherwise a
collision occurs and the walk fails. A surface walk is only
successful if the target voxel is occupied by a lipid mole-
cule, in which case the lipid and the walking molecule
exchange voxels; a collision occurs if the target voxel
contains a non-lipid surface species. The above scheme
accurately constrains molecules to their own compartment
without geometry calculations.
Molecules sharing a diffusion coefﬁcient Di are grouped
in a diffusion process di which executes their random walk
together at td
i. In long time-scales, diffusion becomes a
costly operation because of the very short time steps
required to make voxel-length random walks. To alleviate
this cost, every voxel has an address pointer to each of its
neighbors as a rapid means of access when checking for
vacancy and molecule species. In addition, only mobile
molecules undergoing diffusion-inﬂuenced reactions, usu-
ally found in small numbers, are individually diffused,
while others are simulated at the compartmental scale as
HD species.
Fig. 1 Multicompartmental simulation space discretized into hexag-
onal close-packed (HCP) lattice. a A voxel in the HCP lattice (blue)
has 12 adjoining neighbor voxels. b Cross-section of cell (teal) and
nuclear (maroon) membranes represented by immobile lipid mole-
cules that constrain molecules to their respective compartment. Other
colored spheres represent molecules in their respective voxel. Various
geometric primitives such as boxes, spheres and cylinders can be used
in combinations to deﬁne compartment structures, cell shapes and
intracellular geometries, which may affect the modeled system
behavior. The rod-shaped structure of Escherichia coli for example, is
crucial for the correct oscillation behavior of the MinDE system. The
bacterium cell structure can be deﬁned with a cylinder as the body and
two hemispheres as the poles, forming the overall inner membrane,
while the cytoplasm is represented by the enclosed volume
38 S. N. V. Arjunan, M. Tomita
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A !
kA product(s) is a ﬁrst-order reaction with the product(s)
comprising diffusing, immobile or HD species. It can
represent a unimolecular reaction, which can be decoupled
from the diffusion process since kA is only dependent on
time. It can also denote a bimolecular reaction (i.e., pseudo
ﬁrst-order), involving A and an unrepresented HD species
with a ﬁxed concentration. The reaction is decoupled from
diffusion by setting kA as the asymptotic reaction rate given
by kapRD/(ka ? 4pRD), where ka is the intrinsic reaction
rate, while R and D are the contact distance and combined
diffusion coefﬁcient, respectively.
Applying the asymptotic reaction rate, a second-order
reaction involving a HD reactant can also be decoupled
from the diffusion or immobility of the second reactant
because before the reaction event, the concentration of the
HD species is the same at any location of the compartment.
Likewise, if both reactants are immobile, as long as they
are in contact (via adjoining voxels in the simulation), the
rate of reaction is also unaffected. Taken together, we can
decouple diffusion from all ﬁrst-order reactions, and all
second-order reactions that involve two adjoining immo-
bile reactants or at least one HD reactant.
We perform event-driven diffusion-independent reactions
by adapting the Next Reaction (NR) method (Gibson and
Bruck 2000),a computer-optimized variation ofthe Gillespie
algorithm (Gillespie 1976; 1977) that stores reaction depen-
denciesinadirectedgraphandthetimeofnextreactionsinan
indexed priority queue. The steps in an iteration of the NR
methodareasfollows:(i)selectthereactionmwiththeearliest
next reaction time tr
m from the priority queue; (ii) execute
reaction m and update species molecule numbers; (iii) using
thedependencygraph,geteveryreaction lwhosepropensity
al is affected by the updated species and recompute it:
al ¼
kAA#; A !
kA product(s);
kS
V A#S; A !
kS productðsÞ;
kAB
V A#B#; A þ B !
kAB productðsÞ;
kAA
V A#ðA#   1Þ; A þ A !
kAA productðsÞ;
8
> > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > :
ð2Þ
where kS is the surface-average rate coefﬁcient (with
dimensions of velocity (Balgi et al. 1995)) for converting
the volume species A to surface product(s), S is the surface
compartmentarea,andVisthecompartmentvolume,whichis
replacedwithSifbothreactants inthe second-orderreactions
aresurfacespecies;and(iv)foreachaffectedreaction,usinga
randomnumberurintherange(0,1)updatethepriorityqueue
with the new next reaction time
tl
r ¼ ts  
lnur
al
: ð3Þ
Theoriginal methodassumesall moleculestobeHDspecies,
whichisnotthecaseinourapproach.Asaresult,instep(ii),if
m involves a non-HD reactant species, we perform the reac-
tion with a molecule randomly picked from the non-HD
reactant molecules. A non-HD product of m replaces a non-
HDreactantatthesamevoxel.Asecondnon-HDproductwill
occupyavacantneighborvoxeloftheﬁrstproduct.Anon-HD
product of m involving only HD reactants is placed in a ran-
dom vacant voxel of the reaction compartment. If it is an
intercompartmentalreaction,theproductwilltakeupavacant
voxel adjoining both compartments.
Diffusion-inﬂuenced reactions
Only two remaining second-order reactions, involving a dif-
fusing and an immobile reactant, and two diffusing reactants,
are diffusion inﬂuenced. They are modelled using a spatially
discretized version of the Collins and Kimball approach
(Collins and Kimball 1949) that assigns a ﬁnite probability p
for a reactive collision between reactants.
Consider a diffusion-inﬂuenced reaction j between A
and B that occurs in the HCP lattice. If A is mobile, its
diffusion process will walk each A after the interval
sA ¼
aArv
2
DA . A collision with B at the target voxel will set off
the reaction with probability pj. In supplementary infor-
mation, we have derived the relationship between pj and
the macroscopic rate constant of various diffusion-inﬂu-
enced second-order reactions:
pj ¼
kAB
6 ﬃﬃ
2
p
ðDAþDBÞrv ; Av þ Bv  !
kAB product(s);
kAA
6 ﬃﬃ
2
p
DArv ; Av þ Av  !
kAA productðsÞ;
ckAB
DAþDB ; As þ Bs  !
kAB productðsÞ;
ckAA
DA ; As þ As  !
kAA productðsÞ;
ﬃﬃ
2
p
kAB
3DArv ; Av þ Bs  !
kAB productðsÞ;
24kSrv
ð6þ3 ﬃﬃ
3
p
þ2 ﬃﬃ
6
p
ÞDA ; AvðþLsÞ  !
kS productðsÞ;
8
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > :
ð4Þ
where c ¼
ð2 ﬃﬃ
2
p
þ4 ﬃﬃ
3
p
þ3 ﬃﬃ
6
p
þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
22
p
Þ
2
72ð6 ﬃﬃ
2
p
þ4 ﬃﬃ
3
p
þ3 ﬃﬃ
6
p
Þ . The species subscripts v and
s denote volume and surface species respectively, while L
is the lipid species.
If j is diffusion-limited, a reactive collision may occur at
time slices smaller than sA, causing pj[1 and yielding
inaccurate results. Here, for a species i that participates in J
number of diffusion-inﬂuenced reactions, we limit its
reaction probabilities to a maximum value Pi,0B Pi B 1,
by reducing its diffusion process interval to s0
i ¼ siPi=qi ,
with qi ¼ maxfp1;...;pJg. Consequently, Eq. 1 becomes
ti
d ¼
ts þ
airv
2
Di ; qi  Pi;
ts þ
airv
2Pi
Diqi ; qi [Pi:
(
ð5Þ
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because of the reduced interval and is given as Pi/qi. How-
ever,ateachintervalthemoleculecancollideasusualwitha
neighbor reactant pair and react with probability pjPi/qi.
When the collision is reactive, the two reactants are
removed and new non-HD product(s) occupy the reactant
or neighbor voxels, whereas for HD product(s), only the
species molecule number is updated. Since the reactant and
product molecule numbers have changed, we also perform
steps (iii) and (iv) of the adapted NR method for the dif-
fusion-independent reactions.
Hybrid time- and event-driven simulation
We adopt the multi-timescale algorithm of the E-Cell
System (Takahashi et al. 2004) to concurrently run time-
and event-driven processes. All n number of td
i and tr
l are
stored in an indexed priority queue Q, which provides tq ¼
minfti
d;tl
rg and can be updated in O(logn) (Takahashi et al.
2004). If tq ¼ ti
d, di is executed and Q is updated with a new
next walk time from (5). If tq = tr
l, the steps (ii) to (iv) of
the adapted NR method are executed using Q with m = l.
By incrementing ts = ts ? tq, we can run diffusion pro-
cesses at predeﬁned time steps while diffusion-independent
reactions are executed in an event-driven manner. Spatio-
cyte, implemented as plugin algorithm modules to the
E-Cell System (Arjunan and Tomita 2009; Arjunan 2009b),
is a freely distributed open-source software. A guide to
modeling with Spatiocyte is also available (Arjunan 2009a).
Verifying diffusion-inﬂuenced reactions
To verify the diffusion-inﬂuenced reactions of our method
weemployasimilarapproachasin(Ridgwayet al.2008)by
comparing the simulation results with the predicted survival
probability of reacting species in irreversible (Sirr) and
reversible (Srev) reactions. Here, we describe the analytical
andnumericalmethodstoobtainSirrandSrevsincetheyhave
not been previously described for surface reactions. Where
possibleweadoptthenotationsin(PopovandAgmon2001).
Irreversible reactions
According to the Smoluchowski theory (von Smoluchow-
ski 1917; Szabo 1989; Popov and Agmon 2001), in the
irreversible reaction A þ B !
kAB C with dilute A and B
molecules, the fraction of A still surviving at time t is
Sirrðt;c0Þ¼exp  c0
Zt
0
kirrðt0Þdt0
2
4
3
5; ð6Þ
where c0 is the initial concentration of B and kirr(t) is the
time-dependent rate coefﬁcient. For volume reactions,
kirrðtÞ¼k0
D 1 þ
kAB
kD
U
kAB
kD
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
s0
D
r      
: ð7Þ
Here the function UðxÞ¼expðx2ÞerfcðxÞ; kD =
4p(DA ? DB)R is the diffusion-limited rate constant, k0
D ¼
kABkD=ðkAB þ kDÞ is the asymptotic reaction rate and
s0
D ¼
1
DA þ DB
kABR
kAB þ kD
   2
: ð8Þ
For reactions taking place in the HCP lattice, the contact
distance R = 2rv. In case of surface reactions, the time-
dependentratecoefﬁcientisonlyknownintheLaplacespace,
~ kirrðsÞ¼
kAB
s 1 þ kAB ~ GðsÞ
   ; ð9Þ
where
~ GðsÞ¼
K0ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ssD
p
Þ
2pðDA þ DBÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ssD
p
K1ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ssD
p
Þ
ð10Þ
is the Green’s function for free 2D diffusion (Popov and
Agmon 2002), obeying a reﬂective boundary condition at
R; Kn(z) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind
for the integer order n; and sD = R
2/(DA ? DB) is the
diffusion-limited time constant. The transform (9)i s
numerically inverted to obtain kirr(t) and subsequently, the
survival probability Sirr(t;c0).
Reversible reactions
For the reversible reaction A þ B 
kAB
kC
C with a single target
A and many B molecules, the best known method to esti-
mate the survival probability Srev(t)o fA is the ﬁrst variant
of the multiparticle kernel theories (MPK1) (Sung and Lee
1999; Popov and Agmon 2001). The normalized deviation
of Srev(t) from the predicted equilibrium value Srevð1Þ ¼
kD=k; with k = kC ? c0kAB, is obtained by numerically
calculating the inverse Laplace transform
SrevðtÞ Srevð1Þ
Srevð0Þ Srevð1Þ
¼L
 1 ~ FMPK1ðsÞ
s~ FMPK1ðsÞþk
  
: ð11Þ
Here, ~ FMPK1ðsÞ is the diffusion factor function of the
reversible reaction according to MPK1,
~ FMPK1ðsÞ¼
kAB
k
~ FgemðsÞþ
c0kAB
k
~ Firrðs;c0
0Þ; ð12Þ
where the modiﬁed concentration, c0
0 ¼ k=kAB; ~ FgemðsÞ¼
1 þ kAB ~ GðsÞ is the diffusion factor function for a geminate
pair, while in the irreversible case, the function is given as
~ Firrðs;c0Þ¼
c0kAB~ Sirrðs;c0Þ
1   s~ Sirrðs;c0Þ
: ð13Þ
The reﬂective Green’s function in 2D is given in (10)
whereas in 3D it is
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1
kDð1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ssD
p
Þ
: ð14Þ
~ Sirrðs;c0Þ in (13) is obtained by numerically computing the
Laplace transform
~ Sirrðs;c0Þ¼
Z 1
0
Sirrðt;c0Þexpð stÞdt: ð15Þ
Simulating ﬂuorescence microscopy images
Spatial localization patterns of molecules both in vitro and
in vivo are widely determined using ﬂuorescence labeling
experiments (Resch-Genger et al. 2008; Ferna ´ndez-Sua ´rez
and Ting 2008; Ji et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2009).
Co-localization patterns of multiple species of molecules
can also be determined using multiple ﬂuorescent labels.
The merged localization images show the blending of
colors when the positions of the separately labeled mole-
cules overlap. However, the optical microscopy images
suffer from low resolution because of the diffracted light
and the long exposure time required by the camera in
microphotography processes. The exposure time of several
hundred miliseconds to several seconds makes it impossi-
ble to capture the position of diffusing molecules at single
molecule resolution. As a result, it is difﬁcult to directly
compare the position of molecules obtained from spatial
simulations with the microscopy images.
Here, we develop a visualization method that simulates
microscopy images by displaying the trajectory of simu-
lated molecules averaged according to the exposure time.
We use the OpenGL programming interface for 3D com-
puter graphics to develop the method. We adopt the RGBA
mode of OpenGL, where the colors are represented by red,
green, blue and alpha color components. The alpha color
component allows a color to be blended with the existing
color at the intended position. An alpha value of 0 implies
full transparency, while an alpha value of 1 implies full
opacity. The background color of the simulation space is
set to black to represent the unlit space of the microscopy
image. We record the voxel position of each molecule,
regardless of its diffusion coefﬁcient, at each minimum
diffusion step interval sm = min{si}. For each voxel, the
number of times a molecule of a ﬂuorescent-labeled spe-
cies f has occupied it in the exposure time se can then be
counted, and is given as Nf. To display the trajectory of the
labeled species f within the exposure time, the alpha value
of each voxel is calculated as
a ¼
2Nfsm
se
; ð16Þ
while its RGB values are set to the species ﬂuorescent
color. The above step is repeated for the remaining
ﬂuorescent labeled species. When molecules of separately
labeled species occupy the same voxel within the exposure
time, or overlap during visualization, their colors are
blended according to their opacity levels. In addition, the
intensity of voxel colors is directly proportional to the
density of molecules at the position during the exposure
time, as it is the case in microscopy images.
Modeling the E-ring
To formulate a model of the MinDE system that can
reproduce the E-ring, we looked at the properties of MinE.
The domains at the two terminals of MinE appear to have
separate roles in the polar zone oscillations although they
have been found to interact with each other (Ramos et al.
2006). Firstly, in the absence of the MinE C-terminal
domain, E-ring fails to appear (Raskin and de Boer 1997).
The C-terminal also contains the homodimerization
domain of MinE (King et al. 1999). Hence, effective
homodimerizations of MinE may play a signiﬁcant role in
E-ring, especially since it is made up of dense MinE.
Secondly, when E-rings fail to appear, MinD polar zones
extend beyond the midcell and take much longer to cycle
between the poles (Rowland et al. 2000), resulting in the
minicelling phenotype. This implies that the MinD ATPase
activity is substantially reduced (Huang et al. 2003) in the
absence of E-ring as a consequence of the disrupted MinE
C-terminal domain. Strikingly, the MinD interaction
domain resides near the MinE N-terminal (Ma et al. 2003),
which was present. Therefore, because the polar zone still
appeared, the ATPase activation function in the MinE
N-terminal domain is likely at a very low basal level when
the C-terminal domain is disrupted. Thirdly, the truncated
N-terminal domain, which forms a nascent helix (King
et al. 1999), can autonomously bind to the membrane in the
absence of MinD (Ma et al. 2003), and and in the full
length MinE, the binding domain is thought to be exposed
upon membrane recruitment by MinD (Ma et al. 2003).
This further supports our theory that MinE constituting the
E-ring remained transiently attached to the membrane
independently after recruited by MinD.
We make two assumptions to account for the above
MinE properties in our model. First, since MinE cannot
independently associate to the membrane, the putative
membrane binding domain near the MinE N-terminal is
only exposed upon binding with MinD on the membrane as
suggested by Ma et al. (2003). Second, we predict that
MinE can only begin to transiently attach to the membrane
independently of MinD when it is in the dimer form with
the membrane binding domains at both N-terminals
exposed. This is analogous to MinD, which must be in the
dimer form for stable binding to the membrane (Zhou et al.
2005).
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follows: (i) cytosolic MinDATP independently binds to the
membrane, but with a very low afﬁnity,
MinDATP  !
k1 MinDm; ð17Þ
where the superscript m denotes that the molecule is
membrane bound; (ii) MinD
m cooperatively recruits
cytosolic MinDATP,
MinDm þ MinDATP   !
k2 2MinDm; ð18Þ
(iii) MinD
m also recruits cytosolic MinE dimer
(represented as MinEE) to the membrane,
MinDm þ MinEE !
k3 MinDEEm; ð19Þ
(iv) in the complex MinDEE
m, MinE stimulates MinD
ATPase function, triggering the release of MinD to the
cytoplasm whereas MinEE remains transiently bound to
the membrane via its exposed N-terminal membrane
binding domains (Ma et al. 2003)
MinDEEm  !
k4 MinDADP þ MinEEm; ð20Þ
(v) the released MinDADP is phosphorylated in the
cytoplasm,
MinDADP  !
k5 MinDATP; ð21Þ
(vi) the unbound MinE subunit in the MinDEE
m complex
can also associate with other MinD on the membrane,
MinDm þ MinDEEm  !
k6 MinDEEDm; ð22Þ
(vii) the MinDEED
m complex releases MinDADP to the
cytoplasm upon activation,
MinDEEDm   !
k7 MinDADP þ MinDEEm; ð23Þ
and (viii) because of the transient nature of MinEE
m
membrane association, it also dissociates to the cytoplasm
MinEEm   !
k8 MinEE: ð24Þ
Note that the ﬁrst ﬁve reactions, (17)–(21), are similar to
the well known MinDE model by Huang et al. (2003).
However, in reaction (20) of our scheme, the MinE dimer
is transiently attached to the membrane instead of
immediately becoming cytosolic after activating and
releasing MinD. Table 2 lists the simulation parameters
and their sources. We used the adapted NR method to
execute reactions (20), (21), (23) and (24) since they are
diffusion-independent. The remaining reactions were
peformed using the proposed method for diffusion-
inﬂuenced reactions.
Results
Diffusion in volume and surface compartments
is veriﬁed
Figure 2 shows that the mean squared displacements of
freely diffusing molecules in volume and surface com-
partments using Spatiocyte are indistinguishable from
expected analytic values. The diffusion of the molecules is
also correct when the walk probability Pi/qi is less than
unity in a diffusion process interval s0
i. Based on the results
in Fig. 2, the multi-timescale algorithm is also veriﬁed
because the diffusion of all four species, in different
compartment types and with unique combinations of dif-
fusion process intervals and walk probabilities, were
simultaneously and correctly simulated.
Reactions in volume and surface compartments
are veriﬁed
For the irreversible reaction A þ B  !
kAB C , it can be seen in
Fig. 3a and b that the survival probabilities of A from
simulations are in excellent agreement with the predicted
Table 2 Simulation parameters of the MinDE model
Parameter Value Source
k1 0.022 lms
-1 Fitted
k2 0.03 lm
3 s
-1 Fitted
k3 0.5 lm
3 s
-1 Fitted
k4 1s
-1 Fitted
k5 5s
-1 (Meacci et al. 2006)
k6 5000 lm
3 s
-1 Fitted
k7 1s
-1 Fitted
k8 0.83 s
-1 Fitted
DMinDATP, DMinDADP 16 lm
2 s
-1 (Meacci et al. 2006)
DMinEE 10 lm
2 s
-1 (Meacci et al. 2006)
D
m 0.02 lm
2 s
-1 Approximated
Cell volume 3.27 lm
3 Approximated
Cell radius 0.5 lm Approximated
Cell length 4.5 lm Approximated
rv 10 nm Approximated
MinD
# 2000 molecules (Shih et al. 2002)
MinE
# 1400 molecules (Shih et al. 2002)
The parameter value is estimated experimentally if a reference is
given in the Source column. D
m represents the lateral diffusion
coefﬁcient of MinD
m, MinEE
m, MinDEE
m and MinDEED
m. The
diffusion coefﬁcient is reduced to account for membrane-bound
polymerization-depolymerization of MinD subunits (Shih et al. 2003)
and the potential MinE self-oligomerization (Pichoff et al. 1995;
Zhang et al. 1998), since they are not explicitly represented in the
model. The approximated Escherichia coli cellular dimensions are
within the typical range
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123theoretical curves in both type of compartments. The val-
ues of DA, DB and pj are chosen such that Spatiocyte is
evaluated for reactions that are minimally to maximally
diffusion-limited. In each compartment, the multi-time-
scale algorithm is also veriﬁed since the eight reactions
were simultaneously performed correctly.
Compared to irreversible reactions, reversible reactions
present a harder test to spatial modeling methods because
newly dissociated molecules that are close to each other
have a higher tendency to recombine. We performed the
reversible reaction A þ B 
kAB
kC
C with both weak (kC = 5)
and strong (kC = 500) dissociation constants to evaluate
the method. Since the dissociation reactions are diffusion-
independent, they were executed using the adapted NR
method. Figure 3c and d show the simulation results when
the reactions take place in the volume and surface com-
partments, respectively. Taking into account the noise
limits, the results are in good agreement with the best
known approximation theory, MPK1 in both compart-
ments, thus verifying the diffusion-independent and diffu-
sion-inﬂuenced reactions of Spatiocyte. In addition, as
previously reported in (Ridgway et al. 2008), mass action
fails to correctly reproduce the predicted survival proba-
bility of A for volume reversible reactions (Fig. 3c)
because it assumes A, B and C to be HD species. Figure 3d
shows that mass action is also unable to reproduce the
expected curves for surface reversible reactions.
Spatiocyte reproduces implications of molecular
crowding
We evaluated Spatiocyte to reproduce the effects of volume
exclusion by ﬁrst examining the diffusion behavior of mol-
eculesinacrowdedvolumecompartment.Wemimickedthe
crowded Escherichia coli cytoplasm by occupying 34% of
the 1 lm
3 compartment volume (Zimmerman and Trach
1991)withinertandimmobilecrowdermolecules.Figure 4a
shows the time-dependent diffusion coefﬁcients of six spe-
cies that were diffused in the compartment. Of the six spe-
cies, one is MinD with the diffusion coefﬁcient 61 lm
2 s
-1,
obtainedbyﬂuorescencecorrelationspectroscopy(FCS)ina
dilute solution (Loose et al. 2008). The results indicate that
the species undergo anomalous diffusion (i.e., sub-linear
scaling of the mean-squared displacement over time) when
the volume compartment is crowded. Corroborating the
results of previous off-lattice simulations (Ridgway et al.
2008), the time-dependent diffusion coefﬁcients reach
equilibrium by 10
-4s, at which time they have decreased by
about a factor of two compared to dilute levels.
Using the same six species, we investigated the diffusion
behavior in two different cases of crowded surface com-
partment. In the ﬁrst case (Fig. 4b), we occupied 34% of the
surface area with crowders to allow direct comparison to the
previouslyobservedbehaviorinvolumecompartment.Inthe
second case (Fig. 4c), 23% of the surface area was occupied
by the crowders to reﬂect the recently determined in vivo
value (Dupuy and Engelman 2008). The results of the ﬁrst
case show that the anomalous diffusion of the surface mol-
ecules ismore pronounced than the observed behavior in the
volume compartment. The elevated impact of crowding in
the surface compartment is because of the increased
obstructions to diffusion, resulting from the smaller dimen-
sionality of the surface space (Zhou 2009). Interestingly in
the second case, although the area occupancy is 23%, the
surface diffusion coefﬁcient at equilibrium (t = 10
-4 s) is
almost equivalent to that of the volume at 34% occupancy.
We evaluated the effects of molecular crowding in
volume irreversible reactions. Figure 4d shows that the
apparent survival probability of the reacting molecules
increases in line with the volume occupancy. There are
more surviving reactants at higher occupancy because their
time-dependent diffusion coefﬁcient is reduced by the
increased hindrances from crowders. Together, these
results conﬁrm that our method can account for some of the
Fig. 2 Veriﬁcation of diffusion in volume and surface compartments.
Solid lines show the mean squared displacement of molecules
diffused according to (5) using the indicated parameters and averaged
over 10000 runs with independent seeds. The lines almost perfectly
overlap the predicted volume (dashed lines) and surface (dotted lines)
diffusion results from analytic solutions. At the beginning of each run,
molecules are placed randomly in their respective compartment.
A cubic volume with periodic boundaries constitutes the volume
compartment, while its six faces, covered with lipid molecules and
imposed with periodic boundary condition at the edges, form the
surface compartment. When a molecule walks over a periodic
boundary, its absolute coordinate is updated to emulate borderless
volume and surface compartments. All four species, with unique
combinations of diffusion process interval s0
i and walk probability
Pi/qi, were simultaneously simulated to also verify the correctness of
the multi-timescale algorithm. In both compartments, the excluded
volume effect by the molecules is negligible because they occupy less
than 0.01% of the simulated volume and surface area
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123important implications of molecular crowding in volume
and surface compartments.
Spatiocyte visualization method simulates microscopy
images
Figure 5 compares the localization patterns of simulated
molecules at single molecule resolution to the corre-
sponding simulated ﬂuorescence microscopy image using
the Spatiocyte visualization method. The radius of the
molecules, occupying an Escherichia coli membrane, is
10 nm while the exposure time of the simulated image is
500 ms. Since the molecules are very small, it is difﬁcult to
identify the patterns at single molecule resolution. Con-
versely, the patterns are clearly deﬁned in the simulated
ﬂuorescence image because the overall trajectory of mol-
ecules during the exposure time is shown. Co-localizing
molecules can also be identiﬁed by their blended colors.
Comparisons of actual microscopy images to the corre-
sponding simulated images are shown in Fig. 6c. The left
column of the panel illustrates the in vivo localization pat-
terns of MinD and MinE from the doubly labeled experi-
ments by Shih et al. (2002). Using an exposure time of
500 ms, the Spatiocyte visualization method closely
ab
d c
Fig. 3 Veriﬁcation of irreversible and reversible reactions in volume
and surface compartments. a and b The survival probability of A in
the second-order irreversible reaction A þ B  !
kAB C, taking place in
volume (a) and surface (b) compartments. Dashed curves are the
predicted survival probability according to (6), while the solid colored
curves are the simulation results averaged over 1000 independent
iterations. In each compartment, eight reactions were simultaneously
simulated with various combinations of diffusion coefﬁcients, DA and
DB, and the reactive collision probability pj, as indicated in the inset
legend table. Each reaction involves 100 A and 100 B molecules, with
the voxel radius rv = 0.5. For the volume and surface compartments,
V = 1 9 10
6 and S = 3.5 9 10
5, respectively. c and d The
normalized deviation of the survival probablity Srev(t)o fA from the
predicted equilibrium value Srev(?) in the second-order reversible
reaction A þ B 
kAB
kC
C, taking place in volume (c) and surface (d)
compartments. Black dashed and dotted curves are the predicted
values calculated according to MPK1 theory (Sung and Lee 1999;
Popov and Agmon 2001) in Eq. 11, dotted colored curves are
theoretical predictions computed according to mass action, while the
solid colored lines are the simulation results. The reaction and
simulation parameters are indicated in the respective panels. In all
reactions, the impact of molecular crowding is negligible because the
molecules occupy less than 0.01% of the simulated volume and 0.8%
of the surface area
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123reproduces the microscopy images in both individual and
overlay panels. However, the simulated patterns are not as
smooth as in the microscopy images possibly because the
diffraction of light was not considered. It is also evident that
thevisualizationsofsinglemoleculesdonotclearlyshowthe
localization patterns as observed in the microscopy images.
a
c d
b
Fig. 4 Implications of molecular crowding in diffusion and reaction
processes. a–c The time-dependent diffusion coefﬁcients at 34%
occupied volume (a), 34% occupied surface area (b) and 23% occupied
surface area (c). The diffusion coefﬁcients are calculated from the
equation DðtÞ¼\r2 [=ð2ltÞ, where \r2 [ is the mean squared
displacement and l is the spatial dimensionality. Line labels show the
diffusion coefﬁcients of six simulated species at dilute levels. d The
survival probabilityofAinthevolumeirreversiblereactionA þ B !
kAB C
at various occupied volume fractions (rounded to integer percentages).
All simulation parameters are as indicated in the respective panels
Fig. 5 Comparison of single molecule visualization to simulated
microscopy image. a Single molecule visualization (Top) of MinDE
m
(yellow) and MinE
m (cyan)o nEscherichia coli membrane compared
to the corresponding simulated ﬂuorescence microscopy image
(Bottom). The exposure time of the ﬂuorescence image is 500 ms.
The proteins were simulated according to reactions (17)–(24). The
diffusion coefﬁcients and model parameters are listed in Table 2.
b The magniﬁed area of the respective boxes shown in (a)
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oscillation dynamics
The stochastic simulation results of our wild type MinDE
model are presented in Fig. 6a with the corresponding
movie in Video S1. The dynamic localization patterns of
the oscillation are in agreement with those observed in
experiments (Raskin and de Boer 1999; Shih et al. 2002).
Morever, dense MinE
m can be seen clearly localizing
annularly to form the E-ring at the edge of the polar zones
(see also Fig. 6c). The average oscillation period for 20
cycles is 48 ± 6 s, which is consistent with the experi-
mentally measured average value by Shih et al. (2002).
The oscillation period can also be increased to be within
a b
c d
Fig. 6 Comparison of MinDE polar zone and E-ring oscillations in
wild type and mutant cells. a Oscillations of MinD
m (orange),
MinDE
m (purple) and MinE
m (cyan) with transient membrane
attachment of MinE
m according to the proposed reactions (17)–(24)
(see Table 2 for model parameters). b Same color scheme as in (a)
but employing the adapted Huang et al. (2003) model (reactions (17)–
(21)). In the Huang et al. model, reaction (20) is altered such that
MinE is directly released to the cytoplasm together with MinD upon
ATP hydrolysis instead of transiently attaching to the membrane. The
reaction rates were ﬁtted to reproduce the pole-to-pole oscillations
(see text). MinE is represented as monomers in the reactions for
simplicity. c Comparison of wild type in vivo localization patterns of
MinD and MinE (Left Column) to simulation (Right Column)
according to our proposed model in (a). In the simulation panels,
the corresponding simulated microscopy image (Upper) and single
molecule visualization (Lower) are shown. In the bottom simulation
panel, the molecule color scheme is as in (a). d Comparison of in vivo
dynamic localization patterns of Gfp-MinD (Top Row) to simulation
(Bottom Row) in a mutant strain expressing MinE
1-53, where the
C-terminal region of MinE comprising amino acids 54–88 was
removed. For the simulation, the color scheme and the proposed
model of MinE transient membrane association in (a) were used but
the MinD ATPase activation rates k4 and k7 were reduced to 0.06 s
-1.
The length of the simulated cell was increased to 8 lm, estimated
from the mutant. (c)( Left Column) is adapted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: The EMBO Journal (Shih et al. 2002),
 2002. (d)( Top Row) is reproduced with permission from (Rowland
et al. 2000)  2000, American Society for Microbiology
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123the range of 50 s to 120 s as experimentally determined by
Meacci and Kruse (2005) by reducing the MinE transient
membrane dissociation rate, k8. For the model, 1 min of
simulated time takes approximately 4 min of runtime on an
Intel Core 2 Extreme 3.2 GHz system with 8 GB of RAM.
The parameters that we used for the model were
obtained from experimental data if available, otherwise
they were either ﬁtted or approximated (see Table 2).
Signiﬁcantly, compared to the MinD nucleotide exchange
rate used in previous models (Huang et al. 2003; Kerr et al.
2006; Fange and Elf 2006), ours was increased by several
folds to 5 s
-1 to meet the lower bound determined by
Meacci et al. (2006). Furthermore, increasing or reducing
the ﬁtted reaction rates simultaneously by twofold did not
substantially affect the oscillation patterns but changed the
average oscillation periods to 24 ± 4 and 116 ± 23 s,
respectively. It is also possible to generate the oscillations
and E-rings when the changes are larger than twofold but
each ﬁtted reaction rate needed to be readjusted. The initial
positions of the molecules in the cytoplasm or on the
membrane also did not have an effect in establishing and
sustaining the oscillations. In addition, reducing the cell
length from 4.5 to 3.5 lm or increasing the length to 5.5
lm still maintained the dynamic localization patterns of
MinD and MinE with the average oscillation periods of
47 ± 6 and 55 ± 8 s, respectively. Taken together, a wide
range of parameter values can be used to reproduce the
E-ring and MinDE oscillation dynamics with our model.
Transient membrane attachment of MinE leads
to the formation of E-ring
Figure 6c shows that the wild type localization patterns of
MinE and MinD from our simulations are consistent with
the in vivo results obtained by Shih et al. (2002). The
simulated E-ring, nonetheless, is more dispersed than its in
vivo counterpart possibly because we did not consider
MinE oligomerization (Pichoff et al. 1995; Zhang et al.
1998) and/or MinD polymerization (Shih et al. 2003), both
of which can substantially reduce the diffusion coefﬁcient
and sharply increase the subunit density at the localization
site. In addition, a signiﬁcant portion of the E-ring is
composed of MinE that is transiently attached to the
membrane independent of MinD (shown in cyan in Fig. 6a
and c). We conclude that our wild type model can repro-
duce the E-ring similar to the observations in vivo.
To conﬁrm that our model can also reproduce the mutant
phenotypes of Escherichia coli, we compared simulation
results with in vivo dynamic localization patterns of MinD
andMinEwhentheC-terminaldomainofMinEisdisrupted.
As evident in Fig. 6d, our model accurately reproduced the
disappearance of E-ring and the diffusely extended MinD
polar zones observed by Rowland et al. (2000) when we
reduced the MinD ATPase activation rates k4 and k7 to 0.06
s
-1. Additionally, the oscillation also has a very long period
of &10 min, which corresponds to what has been observed
experimentally(Rowlandet al.2000).Ourresultsagreewith
previous suggestions by Huang et al. (2003) and Derr et al.
(2009) that the reduction of the ATP hydrolysis rate can
increasetheperiodandreducetheintensityofE-rings.Inour
model, however, the E-ring is no longer visible because
MinE
m is dissociated much faster (k8) than its effective
recruitment rates (arising from k4 and k7). MinE was repre-
sentedashomodimersinthemodelalthough itlikelyexisted
as monomers in vivo since the C-terminal domain, required
for homodimerization, was removed (Rowland et al. 2000).
As a result, we readjusted the model to represent MinE as
monomers, which still reproduced the mutant phenotypes
when the hydrolysis rate was decreased (data not shown).
In both experiment (Shih et al. 2002) and in our simu-
lations, the growing polar zone appears to be blocked at
midcell by the E-ring before shrinking and subsequently
growing again at the opposite pole. The polar zone grows
because of independent nucleation and cooperative
recruitment of MinDATP to the membrane. The shrinkage is
the result of MinD
m stimulation by the MinE population
from the cytoplasm that is recruited to the membrane.
Adding another reaction to the wild type model that allows
MinE
m to bind and stimulate MinD
m on the membrane did
not appreciably alter the dynamic localization patterns
(data not shown). Therefore in vivo, the transiently
attached MinEE
m could also be associating with MinD
m
directly on the membrane, bypassing the cytosolic phase.
To see if the E-ring is still generated as observed in vivo
whenMinEisimmediatelyreleasedtothecytoplasminstead
of being transiently attached to the membrane upon ATP
hydrolysis, we employed the adapted Huang et al. (2003)
model, comprising only reactions (17)–(21). MinE was
represented as monomers instead of dimers in the reactions
to simplify the model and as a result, the remaining three
reactions (22)–(24) were removed. In the adapted reaction
(20),we replaced the product MinE
m with cytosolicMinE to
exclude transient membrane attachments of MinE. The
reaction rates k1 (0.035 lms
-1), k2 (0.04 lm
3 s
-1), k3
(0.5 lm
3 s
-1), k4 (0.15 s
-1) and k5 (5 s
-1) were ﬁtted to
reproduce the pole-to-pole oscillations. The resulting
dynamic localization patterns of MinDE are shown in
Fig. 6b. The results indicate that MinDE
m localized annu-
larly at the edge of polar zones that cycled with an average
period of 71 ± 8s.Because the simulated MinEwas always
found dimerized with MinD on the membrane, the in vivo
localization pattern of E-ring, which is not co-localized with
MinD as shown in Fig. 6c (Shih et al. 2002), was not
reproduced. Hence, we conclude that MinE must be able to
transiently attach to the membrane independently once
recruited by MinD to reproduce the E-ring.
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123Width of E-ring is proportional to MinD ATPase
activation rate
The basic factors that establish and sustain in vivo MinDE
oscillations according to the Huang et al. model have previ-
ouslybeendescribed(Huanget al.2003;ArjunanandTomita
2009). Here we examine the oscillation characteristics in
termsoftheadaptedreaction(20)andthe threenewreactions
(22)–(24) that we added to the model to generate the E-ring.
As shown in the previous section, the E-ring is formed as
result of the transient membrane association of MinEE
m after
MinD is dissociated to the cytoplasm in reactions (20)a n d
(23). Increasing the rates of ATP hydrolysis, k4 and k7,w i d -
ened the E-ring and decreased the oscillation period. This is
expected because more transiently membrane-associated
MinEE
m are available to form the E-ring while MinD in the
polar zones is rapidly removed. Conversely, the oscillations
becomeslowerwiththinnerandfainterE-ringswhilethepolar
zones elongated when the rates were reduced. The fainter
E-rings are consistent with the in vivo localization patterns
resulting from a point mutation to the MinE C-terminal
domain (MinE
D45A) conducted by Shih et al. (2002). Our
results thus imply that the mutation at the C-terminal domain
may have impaired the MinD activation function of MinE.
Increasing the rate of reaction (22) narrowed the E-ring
by reducing the subsequent production of transiently bound
MinEE
m dimers but decreased the period. The oscillation is
rapid because more MinDEE
m associates with MinD
m that
are eventually activated. In reaction (24), increasing the rate
MinEE
m is dissociated to the cytoplasm also had a similar
effect in that it narrowed the E-ring and made the oscillation
faster. The burst in the cytosolic MinE population that are
capable of rapidly rebinding with MinD
m contributes to the
shortening of the period. Reciprocally, E-rings widen with
slower oscillations when the dissociation rate is reduced.
However, if the rate is too small the E-rings become dis-
persed as a result of MinEE
m lateral diffusion.
Overall, the population of MinDEE
m, MinDEED
m and
MinEE
m are inversely proportional to the rates k4, k7 and k8
respectively. The ratio of the three rates with respect to
each other also generally determines the population ratio of
the three different MinE species on the membrane. For
example, higher k4 and k7 than k8 will generate less Min-
DEE
m and MinDEED
m compared to MinEE
m.
Discussion
A new spatio-temporal modeling method
We developed and veriﬁed a new lattice-based method,
Spatiocyte that can model surface and volume intercom-
partmental RD processes, while also being able to account
for the implications of stochasticity and molecular crowd-
ing arising from the physical dimensions of molecules. To
our knowledge, there is currently no single method that can
do this (see Table 1). We have also adopted several opti-
mization strategies to reduce the high computational cost
associated with spatial modeling methods. Firstly, unlike
other methods, Spatiocyte can simultaneously simulate
highly concentrated or HD species at compartmental scale
and low copy or heterogeneously distributed species at
molecular scale. This allows the method to skip diffusing
each molecule belonging to the highly concentrated spe-
cies, which would incur very high computational cost.
Molecules within the two distinct spatial scales can react as
usual with each other. Secondly, the reactions involving
HD species are event-driven so that computations are
performed only when necessary, thus allowing bigger
jumps in the simulation time. Thirdly, to support fast RD
simulation in crowded compartments, the simulation space
is discretized into hexagonal close-packed lattice that
enables rapid resolving of molecular collisions. The overall
reduced computational cost is evident as it only takes
approximately 4 min to simulate 1 min of the MinDE
system using Spatiocyte on a desktop computer.
The obvious limitation of Spatiocyte is that the non-HD
molecules have to be almost similar in size to occupy the
voxels. This presents a problem when modeling molecules
with disparate densities in a crowded compartment since the
size of the molecules directly inﬂuences RD. Nonetheless,
in most spatial modeling applications, the molecules are
assumed to be uniform sized. In addition, the method can
also be extended to model molecules of different sizes by
occupying multiple voxels with a single molecule according
to its size. In this case, the reactive collision probability will
need to be readjusted to account for the collisions that take
place at the multiple voxels occupied by the molecule.
We also developed a visualization method that uses the
temporal positional data of simulated molecules to simulate
optical microscopy images of ﬂuorescent labeled proteins.
It does this by showing the trajectory of simulated mole-
cules averaged according to the camera exposure time used
in the microphotography process. The method enabled us
to directly match our simulation results with the localiza-
tion patterns of MinD and MinE in Escherichia coli and
make objective evaluations. Schaub et al. (2007) have also
developed a method to simulate the microscopy images but
it is intended for almost immobile, non-diffusing struc-
tures, such as actin ﬁlaments, and cannot be directly
applied for diffusing molecules as required by our method.
In our results, the 34% crowded volume compartment
caused the diffusion coefﬁcient of MinD to be reduced by a
factor of two to approximately 37 lm
2 s
-1 from its dillute
level of 61 lm
2 s
-1 (Loose et al. 2008). However, the
measured diffusion coefﬁcient of MinD in the 34%
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2 s
-1
(Meacci et al. 2006). The additional twofold reduction can
be attributed to the several factors listed by Ridgway et al.
(2008), which include the intracellular viscosity and the
nonspeciﬁc binding to other molecules in the cytoplasm.
This suggests that adding crowder molecules alone may not
be sufﬁcient to reproduce the cytoplasmic environment in a
simulated model.
Our results also support the suggestion by Loose et al.
(2008) that molecular crowding on the cell membrane
decreases the lateral diffusion coefﬁcients of MinD and
MinE compared to that of in vitro. Additional reduction in
the diffusion coefﬁcients could also be attributed to the
protein oligomerization and polymerization-depolymer-
ization kinetics on the membrane. Polymers on the mem-
brane may also present as bigger hindrances to the mobility
of the proteins.
A new MinDE model that reproduces the E-ring
In the second part of this study, we modeled the MinDE
dynamics using Spatiocyte to elucidate the mechanism of
E-ring formation, which remains ambiguous. Based on the
high density of MinE in the E-ring that is not co-localized
with MinD at least half of that density (assuming each
MinD subunit recruited a MinE dimer at the E-ring) (Shih
et al. 2002), and the ability of the truncated N-terminal
domain of MinE to bind autonomously to the membrane
Ma et al. (2003), we predicted that the MinE constituting
the E-ring remains transiently bound to the membrane
autonomously after being recruited by MinD. To evaluate
our prediction, we incorporated transient membrane
attachments of MinE (MinE
m) in our MinDE model.
We reduced the complexity and parameters of the model
by incorporating a small number of reactions that are nec-
essary to reproduce the MinDE dynamics observed in vivo.
Consequently, the reaction and diffusion parameters are
effective parameters that might represent multiple processes
such as oligomerization and polymerization, which are not
explicitly represented. We have also made two assumptions
in the model. First, as suggested by Ma et al. (2003), we
assume that the putative membrane binding domain near the
MinE N-terminal is only exposed upon binding with MinD
on the membrane. Second, we speculate that MinE must be
in a dimer form with both N-terminal membrane binding
domains exposed by MinD before it can transiently attach to
the membrane independently of MinD.
With the simpliﬁcation and assumptions, our model
reproduced the MinDE oscillation dynamics and E-ring that
are consistent with the observations in vivo. Using the Spa-
tiocyte visualization method, we can directly compare the in
vivo co-localization patterns of doubly labeled MinD and
MinE (Shih et al. 2002) with simulation. Signiﬁcantly, our
results for the ﬁrst time show that the transient membrane
attachment of MinE is necessary to reproduce the E-ring as
observedinvivo.Aswepredicted,asigniﬁcantportionofthe
simulatedE-ringconsistedoftransientlymembraneattached
MinE
m. The results also indicate that the width of E-ring is
proportional to the MinD ATPase activation rate and inver-
sely proportional to the membrane detachment rate of
MinE
m. Higher binding rates of MinDEE
m to MinD
m also
narrowed the E-ring. When the C-terminal domain of MinE
was removed, the model recovered the in vivo mutant phe-
notypes, including the longer polar zones, the substantial
delay in the oscillation period and the loss of E-ring. Our
simulation results attribute the mutant phenotypes to the
reduction of MinD ATPase activation by MinE.
We suggest a possible scenario for the reduced ATPase
activation rate. In the mutant, MinE is mostly found in the
form of monomers because the domain responsible for
dimerization near the C-terminal region has been removed.
Wild type MinE in the dimer form could activate two MinD
monomers concurrently and thus, it is more effective in
activating multiple MinD promoters at a localized site of an
oligomerorapolymeronthemembrane.Forexample,atthe
leading edge of the polar zone where the E-ring forms, it is
crucialforMinEtodissociateMinDfasterthanitisrecruited
to the membrane. Otherwise, it would not be possible to
rapidly shrink the polar zone as seen in the wild type cells.
Therefore, when the homodimerization of MinE
1-53 is
impaired, the effective ATPase activation rate could be
signiﬁcantly reduced, resulting in the mutant phenotypes.
Interestingly, MinE C-terminal point mutations of the
residues Asp45 and Val49 to Ala in MinE
D45A/V49A also
resulted in the minicelling phenotype (King et al. 2000;
Shih et al. 2002) and the complete loss of E-rings although
MinE
D45A/V49A homodimerizes in vitro (Shih et al. 2002).
The mutated residues form a highly conserved tetrad at the
center of the MinE dimer interface (see Fig. 7a and King
et al. 2000). Even though MinE
D45A/V49A might be in the
dimer form in the cytoplasm and in vitro conditions that are
free of membrane and MinD (Shih et al. 2002), we predict
that the dimer could be destabilized and dissociated on the
cell membrane by its N-terminal interactions with dimeric
or polymeric MinD because of the weakened mutated
dimeric bonds. As shown in the secondary structure of the
dimer in Fig. 7b, the mutated tetrad is located at the center
of solvent exposed face of the alpha helices and might be
essential for the dimer stability when it associates with
MinD. The proximity of the tetrad to the N-terminal
domains indicates that it could be subjected to immediate
stress as MinD is associated at both ends, which could be
further ampliﬁed when MinD forms higher-order com-
plexes. Figure 7c illustrates an example of MinDE inter-
action model with the destabilization of MinE
D45A/V49A
dimer by MinD. Additionally, a single point mutation of
E-ring dynamics modeled using a new multicompartmental reaction-diffusion method 49
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D45A was capable of generating nar-
rower E-rings, which we could attribute to a less destabi-
lized MinE
D45A dimer interface. Parallel to the narrowing of
the E-ring width when we decreased the activation rates k4
and k7 in our simulation, some MinE
D45A that are able to
stay dimerized on the membrane could strongly activate
MinD and form the narrower E-rings.
Since a wide range of our model parameters was able to
reproduce the dynamic localization patterns of MinDE, the
model could also approximate more elaborate models com-
prisingdetailedreactionssuchasMinDEoligomerization.In
Fig. 7c we illustrate two such detailed models of wild type
MinE and MinE
D45A/V49A mutant interactions in the MinDE
system. Recently, Derr et al. (2009) proposed a partial non-
oscillating polymerization model of the MinDE system that
do not explicitly include cooperative activation of MinD to
reproduce E-rings. Because in the model MinE is always
found dimerized with MinD on the membrane, it cannot
recover E-rings that are much denser than MinD in the polar
zone. It will be interesting to see how polymerization of
MinD affects the formation of E-ring when transient mem-
brane attachment of MinE is incorporated. Since stronger
ATPase activation would be required to fragmentize and
depolymerize annealing MinD polymers than freely diffus-
ing MinD as the case in our model, we predict denser E-ring
would form at the rim of the polar zones if we extend our
model to include MinD polymerization.
By observing E-ring localization patterns in ﬂuores-
cence microscopy images, it is difﬁcult to determine what
causes such dynamic annular structure formation. Based on
the density of MinE in the E-ring that is much higher than
MinD at the rim of polar zones, we can predict that it could
be caused by transient membrane attachment of MinE. As
we showed in this work, using Spatiocyte to create a model
based on the known properties of MinE and the previously
reported wild type and mutant localization patterns of the
MinDE system, we can substantiate our prediction. More-
over, the model also provided further mechanistic insights
about the system, such as the width of E-ring could be
proportional to the rate of MinD activation.
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Fig. 7 The MinED45A=A49A mutant dimer and molecular models of
MinE interactions. a Space-ﬁlling representation of C-terminal
MinE
31-88 homodimeric structure showing the positions of Asp45
(magenta) and Val49 (light green) residues that form a highly
conserved tetrad at the center. b The corresponding secondary
structure of MinE
31-88 homodimer as shown in (a). The two
monomers are distinguished by the colors brown and dark green.
The magenta and light green patches on the helices show the
positions of Asp45 and Val49 respectively. c Molecular models of
wild type MinE and MinE
D45A/A49A interactions in the MinDE
system. The models are represented by MinD (lime green box) that
can be a subunit of an oligomer/polymer (gray box), MinE N-terminal
(E
N) and C-terminal (E
C) domains, inner membrane (light blue
horizontal block), cytoplasm (white space), membrane binding
domain (thick dark blue line), dimerization bond (thick black line),
Asp45 (magenta box) and Val49 (light green box) dimerization
interfaces, dissociation reaction (black arrow) and transition of
reactions (red arrow). (Wild Type MinE)(i) Cytosolic MinE, mostly
existing as dimers, is recruited to the membrane by MinD oligomers.
The membrane binding domain at the N-terminals of the dimer are
exposed by MinD upon recruitment. (ii) The MinE dimer effectively
activates MinD because both of its N-terminal domains are associated
with MinD at a localized site of the MinD oligomer or polymer. Once
MinD is released to the cytoplasm, the dimer remains transiently
bound to the membrane via the membrane binding region at both of
its N-terminals. The transiently bound dimer could either dissociate to
the cyoplasm (iii) or associate with new MinD protomers (iv). (v)
MinE dimer also activates the ATPase function of a single associated
MinD but at a reduced effective rate. (MinE
D45A/A49A Mutant)(i) In
the cyoplasm, MinE
D45A/A49A may exist as a homodimer or a
monomer. The homodimer (or two monomers) is recruited to the
membrane by MinD oligomers. The membrane-binding domain at the
N-terminal of MinE
D45A/A49A is also exposed by MinD. (ii) The
recruited MinE
D45A/A49A dimer is destabilized on the membrane by
MinD and dissociates. (iii) The effective MinD activation rate by the
dissociated MinE
D45A/A49A monomers is reduced since they are not in
a dimer form at a localized site. Upon activation, both MinD and
MinE
D45A/A49A monomers are released into the cytoplasm. MinE
D45A/
A49A is not transiently bound to the membrane because it must be in
the dimer form with the membrane binding domain of both monomers
exposed to support transient binding
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